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We are a manufacturer of rubber stamps based in Hong Kong since 1995 and specialise in stamps with an Asian
theme. Our Canadian mailing address and contact information is listed below.

ABOUT US

24hr Voice
Mail / Fax:

USA & Canada Toll-free
1-877-419-8488

24hr Voice
Mail / Fax:

Other Countries
+1 (514) 428-0471

Email: sales@bunchoffun.com

Website: www.bunchoffun.com

All our rubber stamp products are wood mounted. We do not sell un-mounted rubber stamps.

WE TAKE REQUESTS

Is there a certain stamp or design you’d like to see us carry? Just let us know.
We can’t promise we’ll make it, but if we do, we’ll send it to you for free!

Closely
trimmed red

rubber

• Each set contains 36 stamps.
• The hourglass-shaped handles are made
of ¾” thick varnished wood measuring
1” x 1”.

•  Closely trimmed and deeply etched red
rubber gives you a great impression
every time.

• 1/8” thick foam cushion keeps the ink
off the wood and on the rubber.

• The top of each stamp is indexed in
black ink.

• A reusable plastic storage case provides
a convenient place to keep stamps
organised.

Our internet website has been opera-
tional since March 1997. We invite
you to stop by and have a look.

WHAT CAN I DO THERE?
• You can see our complete product line with

full color photos.

• Vote in our rubber stamping poll.

• Find local stores which carry our products.

• If no local stores carry our products, you can
place secure orders by credit card on our
website.

• Subscribe to our email newsletter which lists
specials & new products.

OUR WEBSITE’S FRONT PAGE

REAR VIEW OF AN ALPHABET SET
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m

m
)

7½” (190mm)

Hourglass
shape for
comfort

1/8” thick
foam cushion

¾“ thick
varnished
wood handle

BIG ALPHABET SET CONSTRUCTION
ALL OUR BIG ALPHABET SETS HAVE THESE CHARACTERISTICS.

www.bunchoffun.com

Thank you for
your interest

in our
products.

Happy
Stamping!

BUNCH OF FUN
PO Box 12,

Beaconsfield,Quebec
H9W 5T6
Canada
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DOUBLE-SIDED SETS

Spooky letters and equally
scary pictures for your

Halloween projects.

ITEM # 22100

The second side of this
stamp set has Halloween-

themed pictures,
shown at the right.

These double-sided stamp sets feature two stamps on each wood block. Truly a great value! See page 2 for sizes.

HALLOWEEN ALPHABET

Here’s a fun way to use the Halloween
Alphabet Set (#22100) shown above.

Get a paper Halloween goody bag,
stamp and emboss with ghouls, pump-
kins, etc. If you have a star punch it
would look great on this, just stick a
yellow piece of cardstock inside the
bag for the yellow star effect.
  Visit our website for more ideas.

HALLOWEEN GOODY BAG

HOME SWEET HOME
ALPHABET

The comfortable feeling
of home will come out

well with this stamp set.

ITEM # 22101

The second side of each
stamp has the lower case

equivalent plus some
punctuation marks.
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BIG ALPHABET SETS
ORIENTAL BRUSH

 ALPHABET
Count on these stamps when you want to

add an oriental look & feel.
ITEM # 22001

BUDDY

ALPHABET
A hand-printed and casual type style for

friendly correspondence.
ITEM # 22000

SAUSAGE
ALPHABET

When you want big, bold letters, the Sausage
 stamp set will do the trick.

ITEM # 22002

Use the sign language alphabet & number set to
make greeting cards, party invitations or wrapping

paper...use your imagination! Note that both the
hand sign and the letter/number stamp out.

ITEM # 22003

CHINESE CHARACTERS
A great collection of Chinese characters for all your
Oriental projects, looks good as a temporary tattoo
also! Note: English translation does not stamp out,

only the Chinese writing.
ITEM # 22006

ALPHABE T
Easy-going hand lettered look works well on
greeting cards, scrapbooks, tags, and so much

more!
ITEM # 22005

CHIP
ALPHABET
Hand-carved look of wood, great

for your camping scrapbook pages!
ITEM # 22004

DOT

TYPEWRITER
ALPHABET

Classic typewriter look. We also have a
smaller version of this on page 6.

ITEM # 22007

SEE
PAGE 2

FOR
THE

SIZE OF
THESE

BIG
STAMP
SETS

Lower Case
Typewriter

26 lower case letters & 10 punctuation
marks.

ITEM # 22011
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BIG ALPHABET SETS

FOURth
of July

Letters & numbers embedded with
stars & stripes. Would look great in a

scrapbook with your fireworks
photos.

ITEM # 22010

GREEK
ALPHABET
This Greek alphabet contains 24 letters
along with 12 Greek-themed pictures.
Stamp your fraternity / sorority letters

on envelopes, cheques, anything!
Includes a pronunciation guide.

ITEM # 22009

CELTIC
ALPHABET

Twenty six ornate Celtic-inspired letters
along with ten Celtic designs (which

look great as temporary tattoos).
ITEM # 22008

This cute card shown above was made
by Lisa M. Jung of San Francisco,

California, USA.

She used the Fourth of July stamp set
above with a rainbow inkpad and

decorative scissors.

Thanks for sending in the card Lisa!

SHADOW
ALPHABET

This alphabet has a wild cartoon look,
perfect for kids' projects.

ITEM # 22012

SIGNATURE
ALPHABET

Great looking handwriting alphabet
with numbers.

ITEM # 22014

Buddy Lower Case
This is the lower case version of the Buddy

alphabet set, #22000.
ITEM # 22015

Cyrillic Alphabet
Due to popular demand we have

introduced a Cyrillic alphabet set. It
contains 33 Cyrillic letters mainly

used in Russia as well as extra
letters required for the Ukraine. A fun

way to decorate a scrapbook or
adoption lifebook.
ITEM # 22016

2007
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lower case
typewriter

Looks great when used in combination with the
Upper Case Typewriter set.

ITEM # 22206

TYPEWRITER
ALPHABET

The classic look of typewriter text.
ITEM # 22200

CARTOON
ALPHABET

Use it for birthday cards, for kids, for fun!
ITEM # 22201

FIESTA
ALPHABET

Use this for party invitations, scrapbook pages
of vacations to Mexico & more!

ITEM # 22203

CURLY ALPHABET
Dainty & whimsical, this alphabet

is a must for every stamper.
ITEM # 22202

Each wood peg in the
Small Alphabet Sets

measures
½” x ½” x 1½ tall

(12mm x 12mm x 38mm)

The stamped image is
about ¼” tall. There is a
1/8” thick foam cushion
between the rubber and
wood. The stamps are
stored in a reusable

plastic case.
36 stamps in all!

ORIENTAL BRUSH
This is a smaller size of item #22001 on

page 4.
ITEM # 22204

DOT ALPHABE T
Easy-going hand lettered look works well on

greeting cards, scrapbooks, tags, and so
much more!

ITEM # 22207

lower case dot
Try it in combination with the Upper Case

Dot alphabet set on the left.
ITEM # 22208

SMALL ALPHABET SETS
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CHINESE CHARACTERS
This is a smaller version of item #22006

shown on page 4. Note: The English transla-
tion does not stamp out, it’s only printed on

top of the wood.
ITEM # 22205

Here’s a view of the Chinese
characters set with some wooden
pegs outside of the plastic case.

This beautiful
necklace was

made by Sonja
Idema, from

Alberta, Canada.

She used
polymer clay
and the small

Chinese
Characters
stamp set

(#22205 shown
right).

Complete
instructions

available on our
website.

Great job Sonja!

SMALL ALPHABET SETS

Small Asian Designs
36 Asian designs conveniently packaged in one stamp set. How cute!

ITEM # 21010

2007

Use the sign language alphabet & number set to make
greeting cards, party invitations or wrapping paper...use
your imagination! Note that both the hand sign and the
letter/number stamp out.

ITEM # 21009

2007

The pink
card to the

right
appeared in
the Spring

2006 issue of
Stamp It!

Magazine on
page 53. It
features the
Big  Sign
Language
stamp set.
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Chinese Spirit
1½” x 1½” (40mm x 40mm)

# 64003

ASIAN RUBBER STAMPS

Min Kai Poses
1 3/8” x 3”

(36mm x 75mm)
# 60005

Using the Min Kai Poses rubber stamp (#60005 shown above), Sonja
Idema of Alberta, Canada lets her imagination fly with this fantastic
card. She used permanent black ink for the stamp, chiyogami paper
for the origami kimono, a gold ribbon, two eyelets and a tassel.

Visit our website for more details on the materials
used and instructions

A smile
will gain you

 ten more years
of life.

- Chinese Proverb

Children of Fortune
2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)

# 82010

Lovely Ayen
2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)

# 82013

Sitting Buddha
2¼” x 2¾” (57mm x 70mm)

# 76009
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Yau Long Water Dragon
4” x 5” (102mm x 127mm)

# 86002

Kam Lung Dragon
4” x 5” (102mm x 127mm)

# 86004

The Chinese character in the picture above means Dragon, if you
don’t want it there, just cut it out with a utility knife.

ASIAN RUBBER STAMPS

Three Geisha Girls
2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)

# 82014
Phoenix Scene

2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)
# 82008

The card above was made by Carla
Van Der Mei from Holland using the
Three Geisha girls rubber stamp to
the left.

It was stamped with black ink and
colored in using aquarelle coloring
pencils
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ASIAN RUBBER STAMPS

Man Lung
2” x 2 1/3” (50mm x 60mm)

# 72007

Hang Lung
2” x 2 1/3” (50mm x 60mm)

# 72006

Sau Lung
1 3/8” x 3” (36mm x 75mm)

# 60004

Dragon Rider
2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)

# 82011

To attract good fortune,
spend a new coin on an old
friend, share an old pleasure
with a new friend, and lift up
the heart of a true friend by
writing their name on the
wings of a dragon.
- Chinese Proverb

Why is this man riding a dragon? Chinese dragons
had traditionally been used on clothing & paintings
only by the emperor or very high-ranking government
officials to symbolise power. A person able to tame and
ride on a dragon must be powerful indeed!

Dragon & Phoenix Chase
2¼” x 2¾” (57mm x 70mm)

# 76005

Tin Lung
2” x 2 1/3” (50mm x 60mm)

# 72005

Dragon Dance
2¼” x 2¾” (57mm x 70mm)

# 76006

Cloud Dragon
1 3/8” x 2” (36mm x 50mm)

# 56003

Wisdom Dragon
2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)

# 82012
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Ching Fung Phoenix
2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)

# 82007
Ching Lung Dragon

2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)
# 82006

ASIAN RUBBER STAMPS

Old Chinese Coin
1” x 1”

(25mm x 25mm)
# 50004

Black Head Dragon
1 3/8” x 2” (36mm x 50mm)

# 56004

Imperial Dragon
2¼” x 2¾” (57mm x 70mm)

# 76007

Rich Fish
1½” x 1½” (40mm x 40mm)

# 64005

The meaning of the writing
is “Wealthy” or more literally
“Rich & Surplus”. Why use a
fish? In Mandarin Chinese

speech, fish & surplus have
a very similar sound, so a
picture of a fish is used to

represent “surplus”.

STAMP TIP: The Dragon and Phoenix stamps below work well
together. They are often shown on wedding cards and represent the Ying
& Yang in Chinese cosmology. The Phoenix (Ying), represents grace and
virtue, while the Dragon (Yang) symbolises rule and authority. Placed
together, they are signs of a well-balanced marriage.

This impressive card by Sonja Idema was made with the Rich Fish rubber stamp
(item # 64005 and the Old Chinese Coin (item # 50004) as well as chiyogami

paper and polymer clay fish. Full instructions on our website.

Jumping Fish
2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)

# 82009
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ASIAN RUBBER STAMPS
The Asian tags shown below were made by Catherine Etter and

feature several of our Asian rubber stamps.

The bookmark on the right
uses our Asian Paper Pack
(only sold in stores) which

covers some cardstock.

Two Chinese chops are
stamped in

order to bring the reader
good luck.

The two chops are
“Fortune & Longevity” at

the top and “As one
wishes” at the bottom.

Bonsai
1¾” x 2” (45mm x 50mm)

# 68001

Chinese Boy In Vase
2” x 2 1/3” (50mm x 60mm)

# 72008
Japanese Woman With Flower

2¼” x 2¾” (57mm x 70mm)
# 76010

Fortune Chop
1” x 1” (25mm x 25mm)

# 50003

The full meaning
of this stamp is

“Fortune & Longevity”

Wishes Chop
1” x 1” (25mm x 25mm)

# 50002

The full meaning
of this stamp is

“As one Wishes”

STAMP TIP
Chinese chops are

traditionally printed
in red ink. Red sym-
bolises celebration
and luck, used in

many cultural
ceremonies.

The card on the left was
made by

www.greetingcardsbytlc.com
it uses the Bonsai stamp
(item # 68001) and the

Wishes Chop on this page
(item # 50002).

Photo mounts and a
corner punch dress it up

nicely.

It is better to walk a thousand miles than
to read ten thousand books

- Chinese proverb
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MISCELLANEOUS RUBBER STAMPS

I Don’t Do Drugs Rubber Stamp
1½” x 1½” (40mm x 40mm)

64006

Hand Stamped With Care Chinese/English
1 3/8” x 2” (36mm x 50mm)

# 56008

Two Cranes
1 3/8” x 2” (36mm x 50mm)

# 56005

Silver Bar
This is the shape of an old Chi-

nese bar of silver. Reproductions
are often given as birthday, New

Year, wedding and good-luck gifts.
Stamp it whenever you want to

wish someone prosperity.
1 3/8” x 2” (36mm x 50mm)

# 56006

“Blessings From God”
The writing is Chinese.

1 3/8” x 2” (36mm x 50mm)
# 56002

Double Happiness
1½” x 1½” (40mm x 40mm)

64007

ASIAN RUBBER STAMPS

Rising Fortune Man
2¼” x 2¾” (57mm x 70mm)

# 76004

Oriental Lantern
1 3/8” x 2” (36mm x 50mm)

# 56007 Growing Flower
1 3/8” x 3” (36mm x 75mm)

# 60006

Oriental Flower In Vase
1 3/8” x 3” (36mm x 75mm)

# 60007A bird does not sing
because it has an

answer.
It sings because it has

a song.

- Chinese Proverb

The red card above was made by
www.greetingcardsbytlc.com
It uses the Oriental Lantern

stamp (item # 56007) and the
Big Oriental Brush alphabet set

on page 4 (item # 22001).

2007
2007

2007
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BACKGROUND RUBBER STAMPS

Chinese Newsprint
4” x 5”  (102mm x 127mm)

# 86001
NOT SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

Flower Petal Background
4” x 5” (102mm x 127mm)

# 86006
NOT SHOWN ACTUALSIZE

Oriental Fan Background
4” x 5” (102mm x 127mm)

# 86005

STAMP TIP
If you’re having trouble

getting a nice image from
large stamps such as the

4” x 5” ones on this page,
place your paper on a stamp
mat. These mats help deal
with small variations in the

wood handles that can
cause sections of a stamp to

only partially appear.

 If you don’t have a stamp
mat, you can also try a foam
mousepad or sheets of fun
foam found in toy stores.

The red card above was stamped with the Oriental Fan Background
(item # 86005 and the Fortune Chop (item # 50003).  The blue card to
the right was made from the Flower Petal Background stamp (item #
86006) and the Oriental Flower in Vase stamp (item # 60007).  Both of
these elegant cards were made by Mary Lockwood of Brunswick, GA,
USA. A list of materials & instructions for making both of these cards
can be found on our website under the Contests - 2006 section.
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BOOKPLATES

Stamp these on
the inside
cover of your

books, they’re a great
way to personalise
your entire book col-
lection. These look
really nice when you
use our alphabet sets
to stamp your initials.

They also make
excellent gifts!

Victorian Bookplate
2¾” x 4” (70mm x 100mm)

ITEM # 82015
Hearts & Flowers Bookplate
2¼” x 2¾” (57mm x 70mm)

ITEM # 76011

Celtic Bookplate
4” x 5”

(102mm x 127mm)
ITEM # 86008

NOT SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

This Celtic bookplate stamp looks spectacular when you use
different colors of ink on it. Try a dark green border, red for the
upper text and black for the lower text. Play with various  color
combinations and why not emboss while you’re at it!

Here’s what the Celtic bookplate rubber stamp
(shown above) looks like when multiple ink

colors are used.
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DISCOVER THE JOY OF STAMPING WITH
®

Yes, we are an Angel
company !

This means you
may use our
stamps on items
which you sell at
craft fairs, home
parties and so on. The only restriction is
that the images be hand-stamped                       , that
means no mechanical reproductions
(photocopying, scanning, etc.).

So go ahead and unleash your creativity!

Where can you buy
our stamps?

Our stamps are available at
several rubber stamps
shops across Canada and
the United States.

For a complete listing of
stores, you can contact us
or check our website where
you can search by State /
Province or by Country.

TOP 8 SIGNS YOU’RE ADDICTED
TO RUBBER STAMPING:

1)  Your car's license plate reads "luv2stamp".

2)  You have a custom-made holster for your
      heat gun.

3)  You have more than 500 stamps (and still
     want more).

4)  Your idea of the perfect manicure would
      include embossed fingernail tips.

5)  Your favorite perfume is called
     "Scent of Fresh Rubber No.1".

6)  You have more stamps than friends.

7)  You really do stamp till you cramp.

8)  You wonder why the tread on your car's
     tires can't come in a larger variety of
     patterns.

Have any more? Feel free to send them to us
and if we publish them you’ll receive a $5 store
credit for each one!


